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scbwisocal.org

Who’s Who in

SCBWI - Los Angeles
Regional Advisors:
Sarah Laurenson (RA), Lee Wind (RA)
Sarah at sarah.laurenson@gmail.com,
Lee at iamleewind@gmail.com
Sally Jones Rogan (Assistant RA)
sjonesrogan@aol.com
Conference Coordinators:
Illustrator’s Day: TBD
Writer’s Days: Sarah Laurenson & Lee Wind
Working Writer’s Retreat: Marilyn Morton, Claudia
Harrington & Sarah Laurenson
Down The Rabbit Hole
Sunday Field Trip: Dawne Knobbe
Creative Toolbox: Sally Jones Rogan
PAL Member Liaison: Candace Ryan
Contest Coordinator: Nutschell Windsor
Volunteers Wanted: Illustrator’s Day Coordinator,
Critiquenic Coordinator, Catering Coordinator
Schmooze Organizers:
Rita Crayon Huang (Schmooze Schmizard)
Karol Ruth Silverstein & Charlie Cohen
(Westside Writers)
Suzy Block (Westside Illustrators)
Laurisa White Reyes (Santa Clarita Valley Writers)
Deborah Fletcher Blum & Jean Perry
(Hollywood Writers)
Jennifer Swain (SFV-Glendale Illustrators)
Heather Banis & Ronna Mandel
(West San Gabriel Valley Writers)
Advisory Board:
Jeffrey Cox, Stephanie Jacob Gordon, Maggie
Grinnell, Claudia Harrington, Rita Crayon Huang,
Dawne Knobbe, Sarah Laurenson, Marilyn Morton,
Beth Navarro, Sally Jones Rogan, Candace Ryan, Lee
Wind, Nutschell Windsor. Emeritus: Judy Enderle,
Julie Williams, Edie Pagliasotti.
www.scbwisocal.org,
Webmaster: Jeffery Cox
jeffery00cox@gmail.com
SCBWI International
Executive (International) Office:
Steve Mooser, Lin Oliver
For general info, membership & other national
SCBWI business: 8271 Beverly Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90048 TEL: 323-782-1010,
membership@scbwi.org
www.scbwi.org
U.S.
RA Coordinator: Tracy Barrett
Assistant RA Coordinator: Patricia Wiles
Illustrator Coordinator: Priscilla Burris
Int’l RA Chair: Kathleen Ahrens
Assistant Int’l RA Chair: Angela Cerrito
Int’l Illustrator Liaison: Bridget Strevens-Marzo
Int’l Publications and Crystal Kite Awards:
Christopher Cheng

Seasons
I’m thinking of seasons a lot lately.
Spring, summer, winter, fall, and then
spring again. It’s a cycle that transforms around us, and as we journey
through it we transform, too.
Growing up on the East Coast, the
seasons seemed so dramatic, punctuating the year with the color-burst
of a crocus, winking fireflies, the crackle of dry leaves underfoot, my
wet hair freezing on the way to the bus stop and then, the trees leafing
out with new green once more.
Here in Southern California, the seasons evolve with their own textures: the blooming of the jacaranda trees (so Dr. Seuss!), the smell of
suntan lotion, dolphins swimming just offshore, Santa Ana winds blowing hot and dry, then rain washing the sky clean and leaving the horizon
sharp as a single fold in a piece of origami paper.
My volunteering with SCBWI-Los Angeles has traveled its own cycle of
seasons: from attending schmoozes and events for years, to co-coordinating the Westside Writer’s Schmooze, to being assistant regional advisor, to co-running the region with Sarah Laurenson these past three
years, to now, stepping aside to focus on my own work and writing.
It has been an amazing journey during an exciting time for our region,
and it has changed me, too. I’m grateful to have had this opportunity to
make a difference and be so embraced by our community! Thank you.
As we head into this new season, please join me in cheering on
Sarah and Sally Jones Rogan as they lead us forward! They have already brought about some cool innovations: Critiquenic will be at
the Skirball Cultural Center this June 7 (https://losangeles.scbwi.org/
events/2014-critiquenic/), and our Working Writer’s Retreat promises,
once again, to sell-out – because it’s an incredible opportunity to get
to know, show your work to, and learn from editors, agents and expert
writers. (https://losangeles.scbwi.org/events/2014-working-writers-retreat/)
[continue...]
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scbwisocal.org

L.A. REGIONAL NEWS

Who’s Who

at Kite Tales
KITE TALES is a newsletter published by the
L.A. Chapter of the Society of Children’s Book
Writers and Illustrators for the SCBWI TriRegions of Southern California. Information
published in KITE TALES does not constitute an
endorsement by SCBWI and/or SCBWI-L.A.
KITE TALES Editors
Maggie Grinnell and Beth Navarro
Managing Editors
walkingthruwords@yahoo.com, 		
kitetaleseditor@gmail.com
Sarah Laurenson & Lee Wind 			
SCBWI-L.A. Editors
sarah.laurenson@gmail.com
Ann Rousseau Smith Cen-Cal Editor,
annrousseausmith@yahoo.com
Francesca Rusackas & Q.L. Pearce,
Orange/Long Beach/Riverside/
San Bernardino Editors, 		
ZFRANCESCA@aol.com or
qlpearce@earthlink.net
KITE TALES Layout & Production
Gabriela Iñiguez
g.lizbeth.i@gmail.com
KITE TALES Photographer
Rita Crayon Huang
KITE TALES Proofreader
Marcelle Greene
marchelle@greenepen.com
KITE TALES Illustrator Liaison
Catherine Lee
KITE TALES Subscriptions
Mary Peterson, 			
mary@marypeterson.com
KITE TALES Ads
Maggie Grinnell, 		
walkingthruwords@yahoo.com
KITE TALES is free at http://www.scbwisocal.org/
htmls/kitetales.htm. Join the online mailing list
to receive Kite Tales announcements via e-mail at
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/KiteTales/

With one of the largest SCBWI regional memberships (more than
1,350 writers and illustrators), we’re always open to more people
volunteering! If you’d like to join the volunteer team, you can learn
more here: http://losangeles.scbwi.org/volunteer-positions/
I’ll still be blogging twice weekly for SCBWI at http://scbwi.blogspot.
com/ and will be leading SCBWI Team Blog at the Los Angeles and
New York international conferences. And as we all travel the seasons
ahead, I look forward to seeing you both online and at an upcoming
regional – or international – SCBWI event!
Illustrate and Write On,
Lee

Go to the list serve and post a message!
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/SCBWI-LosAngeles/info

Snail mail subscriptions (4 issues)
www.scbwisocal.org/htmls/ktform.htm
Submission Deadlines:
Spring - Jan. 15 for March 1 issue
Summer - April 15 for June 1 issue
Fall - July 15 for Sept. 1 issue
Winter - Oct. 15 for Dec. 1 issue

Inspiration Corner

Send comments, articles,
great news, questions, etc to:
Maggie Grinnell at walkingthruwords@yahoo.com
or Beth Navarro at kitetaleseditor@gmail.com.

You have to write the book that
wants to be written. And if the
book will be too difficult for
grown-ups, then you write it for
children.

Columns - 500 words max
Features - 800 words max
Interviews - 1400 words max
Poetry - 150 words max

Madeline L’Engle

Kite Tales
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SoCal regional News

Greetings from Francesca and Q,
traordinaire Pricilla Burris and picture book guru
Merrily Kutner. Sara Rutenberg, chief operating officer of SCBWI will offer her industry expertise in
a Q-and-A session on the business of writing children’s books.

When you read this our 2014 Spring Retreat will be
over, but at this writing we are in the final planning
stages. We’re so excited to bring an amazing lineup of speakers to the beautiful South Coast Winery
Resort and Spa in Temecula. Our fabulous program
includes four editors and SCBWI’s very own Lin Oliver and Sara Rutenberg.

Our attendees have the opportunity to attend the
Friday night VIP reception where they will have a
chance to sit and chat with two editors. The last day
of the event several lucky writers will be treated to
coffee with an editor. It won’t be all play, though. Everyone will be working hard on craft at roundtable
editor critiques, craft workshops, and writing exercises. We’re thrilled if you were able to join us for
this annual event, but if not, we hope to see you in
2015!

Martha Mahalik, senior editor at Greenwillow/Harper Collins and Noa Wheeler, assistant editor at Henry Holt will present a joint talk on building a scene.
They’ll take an in-depth look at how the key elements of scene set an atmosphere, establish character, and drive a plot.
Angie Chen, assistant editor at Farrar Straus Giroux
Books for Young Readers, will focus on the anatomy
of winning picture books and middle grade manuscripts.

“Our attendees have the opportunity to attend
the Friday night VIP reception where they will
have a chance to sit and chat with two editors.”

The delightful Laura Whitaker, associate editor at
Bloomsbury Children’s Books plans to discuss how
to craft a great opening and make a fantastic impression on readers. In addition she will present an
overview of what picture book editors want to see
now! Her hot list includes subjects and opportunities in today’s market as well as a comprehensive list
of “do’s” and “don’ts.”

This year we’ll be holding our first fall Agent’s Day
at Cal State Fullerton on Saturday, October 4, 2014.
Art licensing agent, Suzanne Cruise, an accomplished
artist and former staff illustrator at Hallmark Cards,
Inc., will be joining us to talk about the licensing opportunities for your written words and art. In addition to hearing Suzanne and talks by Lori Kilkelly, Rodeen Literary Management, Sean McCarthy Literary
and two other agents, you will have the opportunity
for the following: manuscript critiques, portfolio critiques, agent pitch sessions and speed chat sessions.
Be sure to pencil in the date and check for details on
our website http://socal.scbwi.org/ or click-on:
http://events.constantcontact.com/register/event?llr=nukh7cjab&oeidk=a07e9cwluul92490efb

Our individual workshops will be led by New York
Times best-selling author Lin Oliver, illustrator ex-

We also want to give a shout out to SCBWI member/speaker and award-winning author, Jacqueline
Levering Sullivan, on the fabulous launch of her new
[continue...]
Kite Tales
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Socal News
book, A Less Than Perfect Peace
(Eerdman’s Books for Young
Readers, 2014). The book is a
sequel to Annie’s War, which was
originally released in 2007 and
reprinted in 2009. The launch
was held at the dA Center for
the Arts in Pomona. The dA is a
gathering place for artists, writers and performers throughout
the Southland and home to a
terrific array of exhibitions, concerts, and classes. Guests were
treated to an art exhibit, a love-

ly buffet, live music, and a reading by Ms. Sullivan. A great time
was had by all. Congratulations,
Jackie!
We hope to see you at Agent’s
Day in October.
Cheers,
Francesca Rusackas
Regional Advisor
Q.L. Pearce – Assistant Regional
Advisor

Suzanne Cruise

Central-coastal Regional News

SCBWI CenCal PAL Showcase By Rebecca Langston-George
Are you a PAL member looking to line up some school visits? SCBWI
Central-Coastal PAL members are invited to showcase their talent on Saturday, September 13, 2014 in Bakersfield. PAL attendees will each give an
eight minute presentation discussing their books in print and outlining their
school assembly offerings as well as take part in a question-and-answer session for an audience of local reading association members and school personnel interested in booking author
visits for the 2014-2015 school year. To participate, you must be a PAL member with current children’s books
in print. Registration opens July 1 at www.cencal.SCBWI.org. The event will be limited to 18 PAL presenters
with priority given to SCBWI CenCal PAL members.
Participation is free; however, registered participants will be asked to confirm by August 15. Those who do
not confirm will be replaced with others on a wait list. Participants should bring at least 25 promotional
packets to hand out as well as their current books in print to display. Your PowerPoint presentation must
be sent to Rebecca Langston-George by August 30. SCBWI CenCal, in conjunction with Russo’s Books, will
arrange to have up to two of your current books available for sale to participants that day.
This is a great opportunity for our published and listed members with current books to make school connections, to hear one another’s presentations, and to educate themselves on what
other authors are doing for promotion. If you’ve ever been curious about
Kern Reading Association and their Young Authors’ Fair, this is also a chance to
meet members of the KRA board.
Check our website on July 1 for registration. If you have questions please
contact Rebecca Langston-George, assistant regional advisor SCBWI CenCal
at the4george@cs.com.
[continue...]
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central-coastal Regional News

2014 Summer
Conference Grant Winners

gion in order to assure anonymity. As entries were
received, a number was assigned to each and then
distributed to the judges.

Congratulations to longtime SCBWI members
Lorie Brallier and Sherry Shahan for winning the 2014 summer conference grant contest.

We had terrific entries from all over our region, and
the judges had a tough time deciding.

Lorie is a writer from Los Osos, and Sherry hails from Morro
Bay. Each will receive $1,000 to go toward the SCBWI summer conference registration fee and hotel expenses.

Thank you to everyone who participated!
Lynn Becker,
grant coordinator

Judges for the contest came from outside our re-

Save the Dates!

For registration information, go to http://cencal.scbwi.org/regionalevents/

July 27, 2014

Critiquenic
Facilitators:
published SCBWI members
Simi Valley

September 13, 2014

PAL School Visit Showcase

Organizer: Rebecca Langston-George
Bakersfield

October 25, 2014
Writers’ day
Simi Valley

Book Talk is a monthly book discussion group taking place on the Central-Coastal California SCBWI listserv.
Discussions begin on the first of each month, facilitated by Lynn Becker (lynnb@mac.com). Readers may
join anytime during the month with comments or questions about the featured book. Book Talk is open to
all members of the Southern California SCBWI who are signed up for the regional listserv. To become a
member of the listserv, go to:
http://groups.yahoo.com/groups/SCBWI-CCal/
SEPTEMBER: Winger by Andrew Smith (YA)

July: Mr. Wuffles by David Wiesner (PB) Cat-

toy-sized spaceship full of aliens meets Cat, in
this almost wordless graphic novel format.

Coming-of-age novel features 14 year old Ryan
Dean West screwing up, falling in love, and
learning a thing or two.

August: Yaqui Delgado Wants to Kick Your

October: Sophie’s Squash by Pat Zietlow Miller

Ass by Meg Medina (YA) Versatile Golden Kite
winner for PB text can also write a perfect novel
about bullying.

Kite Tales

& Anne Wilsdorf (PB) Sophie’s new best friend
is a vegetable named Bernice. But what happens
when this vegetable gets all spotty and soft?
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It was a dark and stormy night…
Not really. It was cloudy with
a breeze that whispered of
possibilities. Other than that,
a perfect day to hold SCBWI
Writer’s Days at the Claiborne
School in San Gabriel. I arrived
extra early with my carpool
buddy and volunteer, Beth
Navarro, whose picture book
Grambo just hit the shelves.
Feeling giddy down to my toes,
I knew for the next two days I
would have access to a wealth
of knowledge and experience
in children’s publishing. Exactly
what I needed to take my
writing to the next level.

The first pages panel at SCBWI-L.A. Writer’s Days 2014

This year’s Writer’s Days had a
total of 200 attendees, ranging
from beginners to seasoned
vets with numerous books
under their belt; 170 attendees
signed up for the all-day “Sunday
Intensives.” The two-day event
took more than 200 hours to
organize, with regional advisers Lee Wind,
Sarah Laurenson and Sally Jones Rogan
working full-time hours on some days.
Tasks included registering participants,
securing presenters, providing snacks and
boxed lunches, printing signs, and preparing
participant handouts. Eleven volunteers on
Saturday and six on Sunday helped pull it
all together.
The utterly delightful Katherine Applegate’s
keynote entitled “Frog and Toad at the Hunger Games with 10 Rules for Genre-Jump[continue...]
Kite Tales
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writer’s days

Katherine Applegate
Newbery Medal winner
“Frog and Toad at The Hunger
Games: 10 Rules for GenreJumping and Career-Building from
a Seasoned Hack...
I mean, PRO”

ing and Career-Building from
a Seasoned Hack … I mean
Pro,” was phenomenal. Katherine encouraged we writers
to venture out of our LCZ
(literary comfort zone) and
explore our LSP (literary
scary place). As a former romance writer turned prolific
YA author, Katherine dove
head-first into LSP with her
best-selling 2013 Newbery
Medal-winning book, The One
and Only Ivan.

My one-on-one plot consultation with Martha Alderson for my YA WIP Gingerbread proved to be well worth
the mere $50 cost.Within 15 minutes, Martha was able to advise me to lengthen the first act, providing more
crucial information to the reader, while hitting the crisis and climax plot points at the necessary intervals.
Martha’s open demeanor and ability to chart the story
quickly proved invaluable.

“What’s on the page and your true intention
can be two entirely different things.”

Danielle Smith, acquiring agent at Red Fox Literary, had
me reaching for my Kleenex with a personal story of
how one book can have the power to heal. Heidi Fiedler,
acquiring editor at Argosy Press (a new trade imprint of Teacher Created Materials), shared how “the creative
process gets messy.” Heidi demonstrated how “book mapping,” chapter-by-chapter, scene-by-scene can help
focus your work, explaining, “What’s on the page and your true intention can be two entirely different things.”
Catherine Linka, book buyer at Flintridge Bookstore and debut novelist of A Girl Named Fearless, presented
“What Every Writer Needs
To Know About Retail Book
Buying.” Catherine emphasized the importance of having a positive relationship with
your local bookstores, and
Catherine Linka
to never underestimate how
Children’s book buyer and author
their ability to “hand sell”
your book can be instrumen“What Every Writer
tal towards its success.
On Saturday, Robin Reul, an
agented and SCBWI member
for more than five years, had
her first win in the Writer’s

Needs To Know About
Retail Book Buying Today”

[continue...]
Kite Tales
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writer’s days

Martha Alderson
Plot Whisperer
“15 Tips! How To Write Picture
Books, Middle Grade Fiction
and Young Adult Novels with a
Blockbuster Plot”

Days contest. She was second runner-up in the YA fiction category for her novel,
Hank Kirby. “At the SCBWI
L.A. summer 2009 conference, during my critique, Laurie Halse Anderson told me,
‘Don’t you ever stop writing.’
I can’t tell you how many
times that piece of advice
helped pick me up when the
self-doubt crept in,” Robin
confessed. “It’s a long pro-

cess — years of attending Writer’s Days,
conferences, and other workshops … plus
hard work. When one book doesn’t sell,
you move forward, stay focused, and continue writing, not being afraid to seek outside
editorial help, if needed, to get your book
published.”
On Sunday, Martha Alderson gave a fivehour workshop on plot to an intimate gathering in the main hall. Martha’s tried-andtrue plot diagram charted the “beginning of
the end,” the “recommitment” scene and
the “crisis” and “climax” markers. The Fault
in Our Stars and Where the
Wild Things Are were read to
demonstrate the power of
nailing dramatical plot points
correctly. Martha’s clear and
effective manner unraveled
the secrets to making your
plot coherent. “I have writers who keep coming to my
workshops year after year,
telling me I’ve changed my
presentation and added a

Heidi Fiedler
Editor
“Book Mapping Like An Editor.”

[continue...]
Kite Tales
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writer’s days
lot more. I tell them the same
thing every time, I didn’t change
it. Your mind absorbs what it
will at the stage you are in your
writing career,” Martha said.
Martha worked alongside her
agent, who offered tips of what

“I knew without a doubt
that Writer’s Days was
well worth the cost and
time. All in all a wonderful
experience.”
to do and not to do. “Don’t
start your character waking
up, info dumping several pages
… no telling … leave gaps for
the reader to fill…” At times,
the pair finished each other’s
sentences, all in the name of
helping we writers get the
message: Every word counts
and hit those markers.

In attendance, Bruce Hale,
veteran
author
currently
working on his third book in
his School for S.P.I.E.S series,
was taking notes. “I like to
keep learning my craft. Martha’s
concepts help me get more in
touch with why certain elements
aren’t working and what new
elements I need to add. With
those ideas in hand, I am eager
to get back to writing the
book.” The second installment
in Bruce’s School for S.P.I.E.S
series, Thicker Than Water, has
just been released from DisneyHyperion. His newest picture
book, Big Bad Baby, arrives from
Dial in June.
Also in attendance was debut
author Tracy Holczer (The
Secret Hum of a Daisy), who
is currently working on her
second book. Having lunch with
Tracy, we discussed book blurbs
and how Richard Peck, Newbery
Award winner called her book,
“a lyric of love and loss” — a

Danielle Smith
Agent
“Crisscross
Applesauce
and
Why Your Story Is Worth Telling:
Defining Success From an Agent’s
Point of View”

Kite Tales
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huge honor. “Secret Hum is my
second novel,” Tracy said. “But I
waited until I was sure that my
writing and my life were ready
before I submitted. And that
turned out to be 10 years.”
Arriving home after Sunday’s
session, exhausted, yet yearning
to finish my WIP, I knew without
a doubt that Writer’s Days was
well worth the cost and time.All
in all a wonderful experience.
Thank you, Lee, Sarah and Sally
and all the volunteers who made
Writer’s Days possible.

Clare Di
LIscia Baird
is a YA writer. Her
novel Outcast won
first place honorable
mention for the Sue
Alexander grant in
2013. Her life changed
during SCBWI 2013
International Conference in L.A. when Editor Andrea Pinkney
at Scholastic requested Outcast. Clare is
working on her new
novel, Gingerbread.
You can follow Clare
on twitter @diliclare.

Summer 2014

writer’s days

Contest winners

Picture Books

Middle Grade Fiction

Young Adult Fiction

Second Runner-Up:
Christine Kornylak 
Drop!

Second Runner-Up:
Ian Kezsbom
My Friend Allie (the Zombie)

Second Runner-Up:
Robin Reul
Hank Kirby

First Runner-Up:
Kate Kirsch
Time for a Bath

First Runner-Up:  
Andrea Custer
The Not So
Ordinary Life of Any Fallon

First Runner-Up:
Lisa Manterfield
The Skeptic’s
Guide to Reincarnation

Winner:
Daka Hermon
Hyde & Seeker

Winner:
Judith Rubin
Babi Yar: Chasya’s Tale

Winner:
Colleen Paeff
Quico Held Tight
Other
Winner:
Jo Ann Banks
The Weird Kid
(early chapter book)

Kite Tales

Winners of the 2014 SCBWI-L.A.Writer's Days contests in picture books,
middle grade fiction, YA fiction, and other. L-R top row: Jo Ann Banks, Ian
Kezsbom, Judith Rubin, Christine Kornylak, Lisa Manterfield, Robin Reul.
Bottom row: Andrea Custer, Daka Hermon, Kate Kirsh, Colleen Paeff.
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Writer’s Days Sue Alexander Service
and
Encouragement Award Winner:

Sally Jones Rogan

The remarks of RA Sarah Laurenson in presenting the SASE award at Writer’s Days:
The Los Angeles region of SCBWI is run by an amazing group of volunteers. From the occasional helper who
works one or two days for events such as this, to the schmooze coordinators who keep our free events up
and running all year long in this geographically wide region, to the Kite Tales team who keep us beautifully
informed four times a year, to the board members who cheerfully do their assigned tasks and still volunteer
to do so much more.
Each year we honor someone who has given to this region, who helps spread knowledge of the craft and art
of children’s publishing, which shows us in ways — small and large — that this organization has willing hands
and giving hearts.
Our honoree this year is always cheerful, even though we have sorely tested that trait lately. She has been
serving on the board for many years. Patient, steadfast, reliable, hard-working. When disaster struck at my
home, she stepped up and into my shoes last year and made sure Writer’s Days 2013 was a great success.
For all this and so much more, we present this year’s Sue
Alexander Service and Encouragement award to our assistant
regional advisor, Sally Jones Rogan.
Sally Jones Rogan’s reflections on the award:
How did I feel when awarded the SASE at Writer’s Days,
2014? Clueless, speechless and wonderfully blindsided! But
I have to admit, after the surprise settled and my thoughts
turned to the inspiring Sue Alexander herself, I felt a little sad.
For those who may not have had the opportunity to know
Sue, allow me to share:
Back in the “olden days,” before the “I” was added onto
“SCBW,” Sue Alexander held fort in the SCBW “shrine” on
Fallbrook Avenue. Bravely, in I walked, a young, newbie writer,
doubting whether I had any business trying to write at all.
This redheaded, petite woman with eyes that could detect a
charlatan at 50 paces scared me half to death! She reminded
me of Miss Jean Brodie. And, like Miss Brodie (minus the
Scottish accent, of course), Ms. Alexander did not mince
her words. This writing lark was not for the faint of heart, I
decided.
[continue...]
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Writer’s Days sue Alexander Service and Encouragement award winner
During the years of my association with Sue and SCBWI, I saw her help countless members. She celebrated
their successes and encouraged them to readdress failures. She inspired countless others to step up — I, of
course, was one of them. Every conference, meeting, behind the scenes, Sue was there, organizing, ruffling
feathers, getting things done. The word “volunteer” was tattooed on her soul, I’m certain.
My last memory of Sue was when, after sharing iced tea (the matching shade of her hair I always thought),
she shyly asked to hold onto my arm to steady her as she walked. After so many years of supporting others,
it was a privilege to offer this small support for her.
So, thank you, to those who decided, out of all the worthy SCBWI-L.A. volunteers, that this award should go
to me this year. Sue, your beautiful SASE sits on my shelf.
How do I feel? Honored.
Warmly,
Sally Jones Rogan
ARA SCBWI-L.A.

IS YOUR MANUSCRIPT GIVING YOU THE BLUES?
Are you ready to be published but your picture book manuscript isn’t? Maybe you need a new
way of looking at your work?
 Learn the Diagramming Method and you will understand the underlying structure of a story
and what makes successful picture books “tick.”
 Discover how to revise your current and future work to get published.
 Study independently on-line with an award winning picture book author and UCLA Extension
Writers Program instructor.





Professional Critique Services provide:

Detailed writing suggestions
Grammar and punctuation
Verse rhyme and scansion

Line edits
Story Diagram
Publishing Market Advice

Don’t you think it’s time the world saw your work?

Merrily Kutner

merrilyjk@gmail.com

Kite Tales

(714) 343-6956
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Author’s Perspective

From Short Story to Novel

By Sherry Shahan

Some years ago I wrote a quirky
short story about teens in an
eating disorders unit of a Los
Angeles hospital. Sort of One
Flew Over the Cuckoo’s Nest
meets Love Story. Then titled
“Iris and Jim,” it quickly sold to a
major literary journal, ZZYZVA.
Later, a London publisher included “Iris and Jim” in their YA
anthology, and subsequently in
their Best of collection. In total
“Iris and Jim” has been published eight times worldwide.
There’s just something about
this offbeat love story…
My agent encouraged me to
expand “Iris and Jim” (now titled Skin and Bones) into a novel. At the time I had more than
35 books published with wellknown New York houses. Still, I
spent months weighing the pros
and cons of such a daunting undertaking.

Pros
The short story would serve as
an outline since the basic story
arc was in place.
Each character already had a
distinctive voice.
The setting—a metropolitan
hospital - was firmly fixed in my
vision.
The story’s tone would lend it-

self to a longer format, particularly when developing quirky
dialogue.

voice, the louder, stupider one
said, “Sure, as long as you maintain the offbeat humor.”

The subject matter had proven
itself to be of interest to readers.

During the first draft I encountered a number of unexpected
obstacles. For instance, how

Proven ground is attractive to
editors and publishers, as long
as the topic is approached in a
fresh way.

Cons
The story would require an additional 60,000 words.
I’d have to create new characters.
Every character would require
a convincing backstory.
I’d have to develop compelling
subplots.
Every scene would need emotional subtext.
One voice in my head said, “Can
you handle spending a year with
teens suffering from such a
dangerous disorder?” Another

“Eating disorders (anorexia, bulimia, over-eating, etc.) are serious, and
in too many instances,
life-threatening.”

could I keep up the idiosyncratic tone without the narrator
sounding flippant? Eating disorders (anorexia, bulimia, over-eating, etc.) are serious, and in too
many instances, life-threatening.
It took several drafts before the
tone felt balanced.
More than one anorexic in my
story figures out how to beat
the health care system. After all,
they’re experts at manipulating
parents and each other, as well
their environment.Yet I worried
about Skin and Bones becoming
a how-to manual for those still
in the throes of the disorder.
On the other hand, I knew I had
to include information about
[continue...]
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the potentially grave consequences associated with the illness. But I didn’t want to sound
didactic. Sometimes I sprinkled
facts into farcical scenes. Other
times statistics emerged in dialogue between ranting patients.
Either way, disseminating information felt more organic when
slipped in sideways, and never
straight on.
More than one person in my
critique group questioned the
validity of males with eating disorders—even though experts
estimate that 10 million adolescent males suffer from the illness. Extensive research helped
me develop a realistic backstory
to explain why my protagonist
had slipped into this dangerous
abyss.
Each revision (some 10 drafts
in all) brought new challenges, some of which required me
to step away from the hospital
and my characters. I sometimes
spent days away from my computer and returned to my work
with a fresher perspective.
Shortly after Wendy McClure
at Whitman acquired the manuscript I received a list of astute
questions, including:
•

What’s inside Jack (Bones)
that predisposes him to anorexia? (This needs to be a
recurring motif throughout
the book, whatever it is.)
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•

Can you emphasize Bones’
terror in terms of what
he does (wearing rubber
gloves) in this scene, rather
than what he thinks?

•

David (Lard) is a compulsive
overeater. Semantics aside,
what is it about his disorder
that requires him to be hospitalized? Kids aren’t locked
up in eating disorder units
just to lose weight.

•

Group Therapy: I like the
idea here but it’s not clear
what you’re trying to accomplish. Is the point that
it’s hard for everyone to
have a healthy body image,
whether they’re disordered
or not?

“Extensive research helped
me develop a realistic backstory to explain why my
protagonist had slipped
into this dangerous abyss.”

More general comments:
Be careful of re-treading certain
elements, especially parts where
Bones despairs over calories.
Is there a better way to pace
the plot points?

scenes be funnier - and less cartoony - if the details came out
in dialogue between the characters?
Other notes included minor
issues with pacing, structure, and
chronology, as well as tweaking
chapter ends to increase pageturning tension. But, then, I’d
expect these types of editorial
notes even if the novel hadn’t
grown out of a short story.
After all editorial issues had
been resolved it was time to
solicit opinions from outside
the publisher world. So far, the
comments have been exactly
what I’d hoped for:
“Male eating disorders are
on the rise... Skin and Bones
is an open and honest story
that addresses a topic much
ignored.” —Sharon M. Glynn,
Alliance for Eating Disorders
Awareness
“Reading this book was like
going back into that hell—it
was that real!” —A grateful
recovering compulsive-eater
(Anonymous)
Sherry Shahan has 38 books to
her credit, including middle-grade
adventures Ice Island (Random
House) and Death Mountain
(Peachtree). Skin and Bones is
scheduled to release Spring 2014.
Visit www.SherryShahan.com

Re: Parody. Wouldn’t these
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interview The Elephant (and the Donkey) in the Room
By Nina Kidd

Interview with Authors Trent Reedy and Catherine Linka

Okay, it's time we gave kids a
look at our political parties, and
the rest of American politics.
Two new YA novels do just that.
They are creepy, romantic, high
action, political thrillers. Trent
Reedy's Divided We Fall (January
2014, Scholastic) and Catherine
Linka's A Girl Called Fearless (May
2014, St. Martin's Press) are
both set in America.Today. Scary
enough for you?
I was excited at these books'
courage. I spoke with the two
authors in Los Angeles last
February.

“I became really concerned
about trying to be very
(historically) accurate in
what had come before and
what was going on in the
world outside the United
States” —Catherine Linka

NK: Was there any event that
got to you, that drove you to
tackle these political topics?
TR: Ohio, the Kent State massacre, May 4, 1970.
CL: For me it was watching
Waco — Waco and Ruby Ridge
— and really feeling the shock

at seeing us turn on American
citizens.
NK: What were your responsibilities to the truth as you
wrote the U.S. government as a
character?
TR: I did not want to write propaganda for the left or the right.
I didn’t want to use any real
politicians. But I wanted it to
feel real. I keep the same alignment — the Senate is narrowly
Democratic and the House is
controlled by Republicans, with
a Democratic president. I want
the reader to feel this could
happen in his backyard.
CL: I did not set out to write
a book about politics. I didn’t!
I wanted to write a book that
would be real in terms of how
Americans would act — if you
had this disaster, if you lost a
significant portion of the adult
female population, and thinking
how the country would, how
we would be changed if this
happened now.
NK: You haven’t excluded anything contemporary and real
because of its controversial nature?
CL: I became really concerned
about trying to be very [historically] accurate in what had come
before and what was going on in
the world outside of the Unit-

ed States. [But] I was always
shocked when I would create
a situation in which something
had happened to a girl and then
later I would read a story of
that actually happening, not in
the United States necessarily,
but in another country. I would
be flabbergasted when I found
that reality.
NK: Both of your books shine a
light on a powerful force that is
used and abused: the media. Can
you talk about that?
CL: Imagine you lose millions,
tens of millions, of women viewers. The types of stories you
might have told [on television]
— like love stories — become
almost irrelevant in a society in
which no one gets to fall in love.
And you have a nation of men
traumatized. Fathers are going
to be scared to death for their
daughters. And what do parents
do when they are afraid for their
children? They enclose them in
[continue...]
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a protective space, which is why
you’re looking at parental controls on the Internet, on television, on the phone. Everything,
which in our nation today is
pretty much free and available
to kids, is now restricted.

scenes]. I wanted to capture
that, you know, with opening
music … “From ABC News!
I’m Tom Jones! Dit..dit..dit.. On
Wall Street today … “ and then
at the end, “You’re listening to

NK: Trent, you depict news, an
element in American life that
many teen readers may ignore, thinking of it as media
noise. How did you bring it to
the foreground in a story for a
young audience?

“You have to find a way
so it’s not about a theory
— where it’s really about
people and how their lives
are being affected...” —
Catherine Linka

TR: It was a practical problem.
[Divided] is a big national story,
but it’s a first person protagonist who does not care that
much about news. We tried out
the Media Noise [illustrations
and pulled quotes and boxed,
sidebar-like text among the

… ABC News!” I’d try to get
these rhythms. Like on 9/11
how we’d go from a normal
day to realizing we’re in one of
the worst days in history. [My]
politicians’ speeches have little
echoes from Nixon, some Reagan, there’s President Ford. It
took a lot of time, but it’s sad to
write. There were times when
I’d think, “That’s silly, because it’s
fiction.” I’d get real sad writing
it because I’m [thinking], “I like
America and this is the way that
America could die.” You know?
People get trapped and they
can’t think of a way out.
NK: You both create frightening
political scenarios. How do you
hope your readers will react?
TR: There’s a certain potential
for influence that writers might

have on their readers and I never would tell them what to think
… with the exception I would
want to encourage young people to help Afghan women and
girls. [In my story] I didn’t want
there to be a villain — one side
right or the other side right.
But if someone asked me, I’d be,
“Hey, before you put out that
next snarky political post on the
FB — like, ‘Not to be political,
but this president’s a moron,’ or
‘We gotta have unity because
these stupid Republicans keep
dividing us,’ I’d say, “Take a pause
and try to be nicer.”
CL: Discussion is what you want.
In my story it was important for
me not to define who the Paternalists were. I never say they’re
ultra conservatives or ultra liberals. They have grown up out
of this wound [the loss of the
women]. To define the problem,
you ask the reader who they
see the Paternalists being. Once
you begin to question [ideas] in
one story, you may come to the
next story with a more questioning point of view.
NK: Did your awareness or perceptions change as a result of
writing this book, and if so, how?
CL: Now you have states, like
California, where federal drug
laws are not being followed.
What’s next? If we’re not doing
this, what’s the next thing we’re
not going to do?
[continue...]
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TR: I’m looking at the precedents being set. If I was a state
like Idaho who strongly opposes
the Affordable Care Act I’d be
asking the federal government,
“Why don’t they have to obey
the federal law? How come you
only force us? There’s supposed
to be equal protection under
the law, or equal enforcement
under the law.”

“Dystopian is way after
the fact. What I like about
Mullin’s book is it shows
what happens when our
system begins to break
down. ” —Trent Reedy
losing, what they are being challenged to do.
TR: Catherine’s drawn kids in
through a sense of injustice.
[Kids] limited in their rights.
They are sensitive to the injustice, confinement. You want to
see that character get out.
NK: What stories led the way
for your books?

NK: Why are you among so few
writing YA novels about politics,
such an important topic?
CL: A reason you don’t have a
lot of politics in YA, is because
you have to make these stories
personal. You have to find a way
so it’s not about a theory —
where it’s really about people
and how their lives are being
affected, how their relationships
are being affected, what they are
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CL: The Giver [Lois Lowry]. It focuses on what makes us human,
the importance of history. How
to behave and how to treat
people.

NK: These two books don’t fit
in well-known fiction categories. How is that?
CL: I think our books aren’t
dystopian like so many others
because all of our characters
know what it was like before.
They have expectations.
TR: And it’s where we’ve put
it — during, or a couple years
after the fall.
Nina Kidd is a writer/illustrator based
in Los Angeles. Her award-winning
picture book June Mountain Secret
was recently re-issued as part of
the nonfiction collection at Starwalk
Kids Media (www.starwalkkids.com).
Lately she has been obsessed with
mountain lions.
Check her website:
http://www.ninakidd.com

TR: Mike Mullin writes this Ashfall series about everything is
normal, and then there’s a super-volcano. Dystopian is way
after the fact. What I like about
Mullin’s book is it shows what
happens when our system begins to break down. What do
we do? Call the police! What if
the police can no longer drive?
Or they’re dead, or, you know...
systems breaking down.
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SCBWI Event Calendar

SAVE THESE DATES
June

July

August

EVENT

EVENT

EVENT

LOS ANGELES

CENTRAL-COASTAL
Simi Valley
Critiquenic

Los Angeles
SCBWI Summer
conference

October

November

7

Critiquenic

27

1- 4

22
EVENT
Central-Coastal
filmore
SketchCrawl

September

12-14

EVENT

Working
Writer’s Retreat

25

TBD

EVENT

EVENT

CENTRAL-COASTAL
Writer’s Day

LOS ANGELES
Illustrator’s day

13
EVENT
CENTRAL-COASTAL P.A.L.
school visit showcase
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Schmooze Spotlight

santa clarita

Article written by Julie Musil / Illustration by Lori Ann Levy-Holm / Photo provided by Laurisa White Reyes
adult writers, some published, some just starting
out.” Laurisa added, “My aim has been to create
a family where we can all get the support and encouragement we need.”
When asked what having a local schmooze means
to authors, Sarah Skilton said, “The monthly
schmoozes make me feel connected to the writing
community. Santa Clarita is only 30 miles north of
Los Angeles, but during rush hour it can be almost
impossible to attend book events in Hollywood,
West L.A., or Los Feliz, and that feels isolating, especially in a creative field that’s already pretty solitary. Spending time with enthusiastic, friendly writers in my own neighborhood has been wonderful!
I love comparing and contrasting experiences with
other authors, and giving advice to those who are
new to the game.”

Santa Clarita is home to the California Institute

of the Arts and Six Flags Magic Mountain. It has
rolling green hills and hiking trails. It boasts superb
restaurants and excellent shopping. What didn’t
it have? A schmooze! SCBWI member and editor-in-chief of Middle Shelf Magazine, Laurisa White
Reyes, changed that.
In 2012, Laurisa saw a need for a schmooze in Santa Clarita, California. She connected with the right
folks at SCBWI, sent out feelers via the listserv, and
signed up members. The Santa Clarita Schmooze
was born.

Karen Jameson said, “The kid lit community is
awesome! I come for inspiration, encouragement,
friendship, and up-to-date information about children’s book writing and publishing.”
Leslie Rose added, “The creative process is often a
solitary one. It’s important to be part of a creative
community that shares your journey.”

When asked why she coordinated the Santa Clarita Schmooze, Laurisa said, “I’ve been a member
of SCBWI for nine years, but living in Santa Clarita made attending schmoozes elsewhere difficult.
They were all too far away. I longed to participate
in a group that met regularly, so the only solution was to form a Schmooze in my home town. I
knew of myself and four other SCBWI members in
the area, and that was good enough for me. I was
stunned when more than two dozen showed up to
our first meeting in January 2013.”

Our published authors include Wade Bradford
(Why Do I Have to Make My Bed?), Lisa Gail Green
(The Binding Stone: Book
One in the Djinn Series,
Journeys of Wonder anthologies), C.C. James (Jimmy and the Spider), Denise Maggio (Socks Don’t
Bounce), Julie Musil (The
Boy Who Loved Fire), Leslie
Rose (Journeys of Wonder
and Paramortal 2 anthologies), Rich Samuels (My
Life at the Bottom of the

Santa Clarita is home to children’s writers in all
stages of the writing journey. During the past year
our numbers have swelled to more than 40 listserve members. “We have illustrators. We have
picture book authors, middle grade and young

[continue...]
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Food Chain), Sarah Skilton (Bruised, High and Dry),
Janet Squires (The Gingerbread Cowboy), and Laurisa
White Reyes (The Rock of Ivanore,The Last Enchanter, Contact). Kirk Jay Mueller’s picture book releases this fall. Many of our authors also have had their
fiction and nonfiction published in magazines such
as AppleSeeds, Highlights, and Scholastic Math.

The Santa Clarita Schmooze provides guidance
and nuts and bolts tips on how to thrive in today’s publishing climate. It offers local writers
the opportunity to connect and learn. It’s a supportive venue to give and receive encouragement. It’s a place to share good news.

Santa Clarita schmoozers have been busy at their
monthly gatherings. Some of the exciting topics
covered in 2013 were voice in fiction, elevator
pitches, social media for writers, and trends in children’s literature. We’ve had a picture book workshop. Local librarians joined us for a question and
answer session. We’ve had guest speakers, including Jenn Reese and Gretchen McNeil.

For Santa Clarita authors, we not only have the
California Institute of the Arts and Magic Mountain. We now have a schmooze of our own.

What lies ahead in 2014? Workshops on first pages, synopses, and queries. We’ll tackle these questions: Do I need an agent? How do I get one? We’ll
learn how to prepare and track submissions. We’ll
discuss diversity in children’s literature.
If you live in or near Santa Clarita, we’d love to
have you join our group or stop in for a visit. We
meet every second Thursday of the month at 7:30
p.m. at the Valencia Barnes and Noble.
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Poet’s Perspective

From Snarls to Purrs, The Power of Poetry By Cynthia Linn Bates
I cut my baby teeth on the words
of Mother Goose, soothed my
middle grade muddles with the
language of Robert Louis Stevenson, and drove my teen self
bonkers trying to peer beneath
the surface of E.E. Cummings
and T.S. Eliot. The one thing
those poems had in common:
They made me feel — cheerful,
calmer, crazy, in that order.
Then came the unexplored wilderness of approaching adulthood when I valiantly chronicled
my present and contemplated
my future. I composed countless poems in notebooks, on
napkins, and on the back of real
estate flyers, all of which ended up in a box. Hidden words,
buried emotions, left behind as
my life busied with family. As
life intends, my nest emptied. I
could finally think about what I
wanted. And I wanted my words
back. My poetry.
So when I saw a flyer for a cowboy poetry competition at our
county fair, I knew poetry was
calling me. There was only one
small problem — I wasn’t a
cowboy, or even a cowgirl. The
fair people said I didn’t have to
be. They said, “Write a western-themed poem.” So I did. I
wrote, and rewrote, and pondered, and studied, and wrote
some more. When I finished I
called the fair people and asked,
“Where do I send this poem?”

They said, “Why, you bring it
with you. You’re going to perform it on stage.” Perform it?
No way. I wanted to climb into
the box and hide beside my napkin and notebook poems.

“I won a blue ribbon and a
horseshoe picture frame. But
the best prize that day was
the genuine appreciation for
my words — applause, smiles,
and a few tears.”
Did I? Nope. In my borrowed
cowboy boots and beaded vest,
I climbed the wooden steps
to that stage. The audience,
perched on hay bales, gazed up
at me, and a long-horned steer
watched from a nearby pen. I
took the microphone from the
resident cowboy poet and recited by heart, my poem about
the taming of the west from the
point of view of an Old Saddle. I
won a blue ribbon and a horseshoe picture frame. But the best
prize that day was the genuine
appreciation for my words —
applause, smiles, and a few tears.
Someone even hollered, “Take
that poem to Elko.”
With this small success under
my belt, I widened my search for
other places and ways to share
my words. I found a local writers’ conference that offered a

class led by an inspirational poetry professor. All forms of poetry were represented in that
audience, from a Latin phrase
flinging sonneteer who believed
Poeta nascitur, non fit — the poet
is born, not made — to this kind
of cowgirl poet. Besides a great
day of education, I garnered an
invitation to a monthly poetry workshop. Fifteen educated
and dedicated verse eagles welcomed me, a fledgling, into their
nest. And who should I find on
the couch beside me? Yep. The
Latin flinger.
I bravely shared my words and
strained to absorb every wise
comment given. I studied and
read and wrote. My biggest hurdle was that thus far my life had
been comfortable — a happy
childhood and relatively peaceful adulthood. No strife to regurgitate onto a page for all to
feel my pain, and I didn’t want to
wax poetic about global warming or the horrors of war. Maybe I didn’t have enough grit and
guts to be a poet. When I wrote
about sunset, the flinger told me
not to. He said, “It’s been done
by better than you.” That should
have cowed me, but it didn’t. Because another poet said, “Look
at your third stanza.” Another
asked, “Where is the you in this
poem?”
I rethought, and rewrote, and finally, I reread. The flinger never
[continue...]
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told me “not to” again. Was that
because I’d written the best sunset poem ever? Of course not,
but I had learned an important
lesson.To get at the heart of the
poem, you have to speak your
truth. That truth is what makes
a poem snarl or purr.
So, whether our words rip ragged the world or smooth the
edges of life — whether we’re
writing from a place of tragedy or triumph, or simply writing about the color yellow, the
poet must chip a piece of soul
and drop that sliver of themselves into the words.Those are
the words to cut baby teeth on,
soothe ‘tween worries, and stir
teen anxieties. Those are the
words that will find a home in a
heart.
But it is up to us to don our
duds, step onto that stage and
turn our words loose into the
world.

Penchant for Poetry

o’ to write like the stray dog sings
By Cynthia Linn Bates

with words wet and wretched
of a world of winter shivers
and hunger that gnaws a soul in half
howling vibratos
of pain and betrayal
serenades of whine
snarls of courage
nights rocked to sleep with stones
a stray dog leaves you bitten and bleeding
but no, I write like a long-haired house cat
napping on an emerald velvet couch
sunny-window-warm
hand-fed and petted
in a world of contented
throaty hums, arching stretches
carpeted poles to claw
comfortable reflections
on glass doors that keep
out cold wet reality
cat words love
to rub against you
leave you swiping
at persistent silky strands
stuck to your black wool pants

Cynthia Linn Bates’

poems have found homes in magazines,
anthologies and newspapers. She
writes picture books, children’s poetry
and novels, all currently looking
for a home (but none of which will
be buried in the bottom of a box).
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Definitions for the Perplexed
Royalties, Advances, and Earning Out
Royalties on List
The more common book royalty, this is a percentage
of the list price. If you are earning a 10 percent list
royalty on your novel (e.g.), which retails for $15.99
(the list price), then for every book sold you are
earning $1.59 in royalties.

By Editorial Anonymous

Publishers wouldn’t mind at all if authors were willing to only profit if the book does well, but since
the vast majority of books don’t profit, no author or
agent who knows the industry is going to agree to
that. Which is where advances come in.
Advances
An advance is an approximation of what the publisher thinks your book will earn you in royalties in
(perhaps) a year. It is an advance payment on those
earnings, thus the name. Essentially, an advance is a
loan that you don’t pay interest on (and would only
pay back in cases covered by the contract). It’s the
publisher gambling that there will eventually be money in that book. As we know, mostly the publisher is
wrong. But at least this way the author gets some
money out of the deal, even if they never see a dime
in royalties.

Royalties on Net
More common in non-book items such as games,
stationery, calendars, this is a percentage of the price
at which the publisher sold the product. Which takes
into consideration the discount at which the publisher must sell products. If you are earning a 10 percent net royalty on your fancy journal (e.g.), which
retails for $15.99 and is sold to one retail account at
50 percent off (e.g.), then for every journal sold you
are earning $0.79 in royalties.
The system of royalties and advances is one often
criticized. There are many people on either side of
the desk (authors, illustrators, agents, publishers)
who would like to see a system in place that would
benefit themselves more.

Advances are subject to the publishing industry’s full
range of hallucinatory optimism and depressive nihilism, so don’t be expecting any kind of “standard
range” here. Ha ha! “Standard.” Hilarious.

Alas, figuring out how to reimburse everyone fairly in
an industry like publishing is an impossible feat. Most
books don’t earn out, and are a loss for the publisher.
If the publisher doesn’t profit, does that mean the
author shouldn’t either? Most authors would say no:
even the profitless books should profit the author.
However, as soon as many authors appear on a bestseller list, their thinking changes. Clearly they’re making a bunch of money for the publisher; shouldn’t
their cut be larger?

Because an advance is a sort of loan, you won’t start
earning royalties until your accrued royalties have
earned back that advance. Which is where we come
to:
Earn out
Joyous earn out. If your book has “earned out,” then
it has earned back the advance, and the author is
starting to get royalty checks. In some wonderful
cases, the book may earn out even before publication, based on foreign rights sales alone! Ah, then everyone is happy. Right?

Well, there’s the thing. If you think that the author
should profit even when the publisher doesn’t, then
you must also be comfortable with the idea that the
bestselling books (those desperate few) will profit the publisher more than the author, so that that
money can bankroll the failing books on the publisher’s list.

No, of course not. There’s nothing like publishing
to gather egomaniacs with unrealistic expectations.
Which is why you hear some crazy people online
saying that if your book earned out, then you should
[continue...]
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fire your agent because clearly you weren’t paid
enough. (We pause here for painful laughter, and mild
hysteria.) If the book makes money, and the publisher is glad they published it, then you’re unhappy? You
can only be sure you got enough money if your advance made the book’s bottom line negative? Who
are you crazy idiots?

A hint of

humor

Kite Tales

Cartoon by
Debbie Ohi Ridpath

www.inkygirl.com
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Volunteer in the Spotlight

Q.L. Pearce, Assistant Regional Advisor for SCBWI SoCal
SCBWI has been part of my life for quite some
time. My daughter, Kait, was a youngster when
I joined and now she is preparing to graduate
from San Francisco State University.
I wanted to be a writer since I was a child.
My earliest success was at age 10 when I won
first place in a local essay contest. There was
a long, dry spell after that as I spent my teen
and young adult years writing short, scary tales,
sending them to Amazing Stories Magazine and
collecting rejection slips. My fondness for monsters led to a fascination with dinosaurs. My
first book contract was for The How and Why
Activity Book of Dinosaurs.
That was eventually followed by the opportunity to write five books in the Scary Stories for Sleep Overs series
published by Price Stern Sloan. During a school visit I met Francesca Rusackas, a kindred spirit. We each had
a love of both science and things that go bump in the night. It wasn’t long before we co-wrote a book about
science fair projects together and she introduced me to the world of SCBWI.
I was thrilled when she asked if I would join her and the fabulous illustrator coordinator, Priscilla Burris, as
assistant regional advisor. I didn’t hesitate to say yes! That was more than a decade ago and we have been
plotting and planning events and activities since. We chat almost daily about possible guests, venues, and all
of the details that go into making Editor’s Day, Agent’s Day and our Spring Retreat happen. I also have been
privileged to serve on the Board of Advisors for SCBWI, and as administrator for the Barbara Karlin Grant.
SCBWI has been a powerful influence on my writing. By attending conferences I’ve learned so much about
craft and marketing. I’ve also met many terrific people. It amazes me how generous speakers and regional
teams are with their time and how willing they are to share their expertise. I’m also inspired by how dedicated members are and how hard they work to make their writing dreams come true. One of the rewards
of being part of the SoCal regional team is getting an email or a phone call from a member who has had a
positive experience at an event or who has made a connection with an editor or agent.
From a personal perspective, I’m grateful to SCBWI for the opportunities that membership has provided.
It was at an SCBWI schmooze that I met the incredibly talented illustrator/author, Gina Capaldi. We soon
began to collaborate. Our recent picture book, Red Bird Sings, The Story of Zitkala-Ša, Native American Author,
Musician, and Activist, published by Carolrhoda Books, has won many awards, including the Carter G.Woodson
gold medal, a Moonbeam gold medal, and a Eureka silver medal. We currently have several picture books in
the works.
When not writing I often can be found digging in my vegetable garden or curled up with a good book flanked
by my canine bookends, Lucy the weimaraner, and Sasha the elkhound.
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Illustrator’s Gallery

Arree Chung makes picture books
but he didn’t always do so. Once
he made spreadsheets all day long
and he decided that he wanted
to make pictures instead. Arree ca
n
learned how to draw, paint and
l e ar n
think a little bit differently at
m o r e
Art Center College of Design.

Y o u

a b o u t

In the past decade, Arree has Arr e e
worked in the games industry as a a t h is
designer and art director. Her first w e b s i t e
picture book, Ninja! publishes June 3, arree.com
2014. When Arree is not practicing
his ninja moves, you can find him
playing basketball or riding his bike.
Arree is represented by Rubin
Pfeffer at Rubin Pfeffer Content.
http://www.rpcontent.com
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Illustrator’s Perspective

Drawing Questions

By Elizabeth Rose Stanton

Everything

I ever needed to
know I learned from asking a
chicken.
Well, maybe not everything, but
I sure learned a lot about character development from my
quirky feathered friend and star
of my picture book, Henny.
Literally, Henny came to me one
day as a doodle. I remember at
the time, I was avoiding an assignment for a class I was taking
by drawing all sorts of birds — I
guess you could say I was in a
bird phase. As I doodled along,
I found myself thinking about
how silly it is that some birds
have wings that are relatively
useless — birds like dodos and
ostriches — when out popped
a doodle of a bird with arms!
Much more useful, I thought.

could she do? What would she
do? I drew some more. How
would she feel? I kept on asking questions. Patterns began
to emerge. One question led to
another, then another, and soon
I felt I had a deep understanding of what made this little chick
tick. After a while, I had drawn
enough Hennys to fill upwards
of three fat binders, and more
than a few sketchbooks.

“As I doodled along, I found
myself thinking about how
silly it is that some birds have
wings that are relatively
useless...”
And I kept on drawing: I drew
her at the beach. I drew her as a
cowboy. I drew her singing and
dancing on a hilltop. I dressed
her up. I had her doing everything from driving a tractor to
waving like the Queen! I also explored her character by drawing

Then I started “thinking” more
– by asking questions. What if
it were a little hen? I drew her.
What if she really did have arms
— the people kind - instead of
wings? I drew some more.What

her in pencil and painting her in
ink and markers and watercolor
and gouache. I think I exhausted
the poor bird.
So many of the images and ideas
I had for Henny never made it
into the book, but I’m quite
convinced this process of “question-asking and answer-drawing” made it so that, by the time
I started putting her story together, all the pieces seemed to
fall into place. In fact, when I got
the notes back from the publisher, very little had been changed
from the submitted manuscript
and book dummy!
I also discovered that this way
of exploring character development can lead to other characters! Early on, I remember asking the question, “If Henny had
a friend, who would it be?” Out
popped my next character! I
had to set him aside while I was
working on Henny, but now the
answers to the questions for
the star of my next book, Peddles, are in full swing!
[continue...]
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At the end of the day, even
though Henny’s story has been
published, I still find myself
asking questions and drawing
answers. Her character still
“speaks” to me — which I think
“speaks” to the strength of her
character.
So keep on asking those questions ... and let’s hear it for some
long drawn-out answers!
Some final thoughts:

•

A strong character will
“ground” your story and
help you get straight to the
heart of the reader.

•

Strong characters generate
strong art.

•

Continue cultivating your
character, even after the
story has been told.

•

Bwwaaak!

•

Even the simplest doodle
can lead to a story — so
doodle away!

And now, if you’ll excuse me, I
have to go talk to a pig!

•

Knowing your character
well helps “solve” the story
if you get stuck.

Elizabeth Rose Stanton’s next
book, also with Simon & Schuster/
Paula Wiseman Books, is Peddles
(due out early 2016).
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News From the Internet

eBOOK vs. BOOK APP – Where Should You Be? By Narda Lacey Fargotstein
As children’s books have migrated from hardback to paperback
to television and movies, they
are moving again to ebooks and
apps. Many publishers and digital start-ups have invested in
book apps, but few have reported good return on their investments. But as more people have
smartphones and tablets, this
year could be different. Fueling
the transition are companies
making tablets for children that
come standard with protective
casings and parental controls.

Entertainment companies and
tablet makers are teaming up.
BabyFirst has co-developed
a series called Albert & Junior
specifically for use on Fuhu
tablets, the “Nabi.” Fuhu, an El
Segundo company, has deals
with Disney and Nickelodeon
for special-edition tablets. $269
DreamTab, which runs on Android, will be released in June
to coincide with the release
of How to Train Your Dragon 2, a
sequel to DreamWorks Animation’s 2010 hit.

The argument rages whether
giving a 2-year-old a tablet to
play with is good for them. It
was reported by the San Francisco nonprofit Common Sense
Media that the percentage of
kids ages 8 and under using mobile devices has almost doubled.
And children’s use of traditional screen-based entertainment
– as in televisions, video games
and computers – has declined.

So, is it an ebook or an app?
What separates an ebook from
a book app is how it’s developed and where it’s sold. The
top books category on the Apple App Store is dominated by
children’s books, and many are
digital versions of picture books.
Common Sense Media https://
www.commonsensemedia.org/
about-us/our-mission rates, educates, and advocate for kids,
families, and schools; there you
can find reviews of digital media
aimed at kids.

One inhibitor of the use of apps
has been the cost of the iPad
and the cost of replacing one if a
child drops it. It could shatter or,
if left in the sun, melt. The competition in the field of children’s
tablets and mobile apps is growing with companies introducing
their own tables, such as LeapFrog Enterprises Inc., Toys R Us
Inc., Samsung, Disney, DreamWorks Animation and Viacom’s
Nickelodeon.
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Just as there are companies that
offer help to format eBooks
(BookBaby http://www.bookbaby.com and Smashwords https://
www.smashwords.com), there
are companies that have developed book app engines to create apps, such as Unicorn Labs
http://www.unicornlabs.com
developer of Rabbit and Turtle’s
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Amazing Race featured by Apple
in iTunes.
Or if you are interested in creating your own book app for the
iPad, you can download iTunes
Producer or the Bookcreator
app for either Apple or Google, http://www.redjumper.net/
bookcreator/ and make your
own app!

Narda Lacey
Fargotstein

is the author of The Whole
Computer Catalog and Articles
on Women Writers, Vol I and
II. Her article on the Dodo bird
in Alice in Wonderland was
recently cited in The More
Annotated Alice. Narda is always
looking for new Net sites and
suggestions for future columns.
Email nfargotstein@yahoo.com
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bulletin
GREAT NEWS

Lorie Brallier I had the winning entry for our 2014 SCBWI conference grant, sponsored by the SCBWI CentralCoastal California region, and will be going to SCBWI summer conference.
Brave Girl: Clara and the Shirtwaist Makers’ Strike of 1909 by Michelle Markel (Balzer & Bray, 2013) has won the
2014 Flora Stieglitz Straus award (Most Inspirational Nonfiction Book) from the Bank Street College Children’s Book
Committee. It was also named an NCTE Orbis Pictus honor book, a Sydney Taylor notable book, and was selected
for the ALA Amelia Bloomer list.
Beth Navarro was nominated for a Los Angles Business Journal “Women Who Make a
Difference Award” for her writing.
Alexis O’Neill’s picture book biography, The Kite That Bridged Two Nations (Boyds
Mills/Calkins Creek), earned a starred review from Library Media Connection recently:
“Lyrical prose … high quality, fully detailed and documented support materials. ... A
valuable addition to any collection.”
In addition to being an author/illustrator, Frans Vischer is an animator, and to
promote his new book he animated a book-trailer. here’s the trailer link: http://www.
youtube.com/watch?v=FhwM7Feapx0 (Preview). A Very Fuddles Christmas was released
October 1, 2013.

UCLA Extension Writers’ Program www.uclaextension.edu/writers As the largest and most comprehensive university-related
writing program in the nation, the UCLA Extension Writers’ Program equips new and practicing writers with the tools they
need to tell their stories and to seek out publication and production. UCLA offers more than 500 annual onsite and online
writing courses in writing for the youth market, as well as fiction, memoir, personal essay, poetry, playwriting, publishing,
feature film, and television writing. For more information: 310-825-9415. To enroll: 310-825-9971 or 818-784-7006.

EVENTS

CLASSES

Author Beth Navarro presents Grambo!

Story time, secret agent craft and book signing

Art Center College
of Design Night Program
626-396-2319 or www.artcenter.edu/atnight

Grambo is about a boy who discovers his grandma
is not your average grandma. She’s a secret agent!
Grandmas can do anything.

Otis College of Art and Design
310-665-6850 or 310-665-6950. Email: otisce@otis.edu

Date: Saturday June 14th, 2014
Time: 11:00 a.m.
Cost: FREE!
Location: 5285 Carpinteria Ave.,
Carpinteria, California
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Writing connections
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www.scbwisocal.org

Working Writer’s Retreat

The Working Writer’s Retreat is an intense
critique weekend with critique sessions,
revision time, parties - including karaoke and culminating in a first pages pitch session
with four acquiring editors and agents
September 12 -14
Friday noon to Sunday noon
Holy Spirit Retreat Center,
Encino , CA

Details and Registration:

https://losangeles.scbwi.org/events/2014-working-writers-retreat/
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